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John Kameel Farah is a composer, pianist, electronic musician based in Toronto and Berlin.
Toronto’s NOW Magazine named his as Best Pianist 2006 for his unique fusion of
Renaissance and Baroque counterpoint, experimental improvisation, middle-eastern texture,
ambient minimalism, and all forms of Electronic Dance Music. An artist whose work reaches
beyond the confines of modern definitions, he has the unique fortune of being reviewed by the
Toronto Star’s classical critic one day, gigging at an avant-garde jazz festival the next, and
performing at an underground electronic event a few days later.
A virtuosic keyboardist simultaneously using piano, synthesizer sound sculpture, computer
sequencing, and at times even harpsichord and organ, his music draws upon an interest in
history, mythology, painting and psychology to help deepen his understanding of life and the
universe.
Classically trained in composition and piano performance at the University of Toronto and the
Royal Conservatory, John received the Glenn Gould Composition Award twice during his
studies. The influences of the classical and avant-garde works he performed can be felt in his
music, mixing with forays into free improvisation, minimalism, jazz, Arabic rhythms and
microtonal scales, and electronic genres such as Drum & Bass, Dubstep, Techno and IDM.
In 1999, after meeting minimalist composer/pianist Terry Riley in NYC, he had private lessons
with him in California, and twice he studied Middle-Eastern classical music at the Arabic Music
Retreat in Hartford. In 1998 he performed the complete solo piano works of Arnold Schoenberg
in Toronto. Also a prolific visual artist, his drawings and paintings are often featured in
projections during his performances.
Farah performs regularly in Toronto and Berlin, and has also toured throughout Europe and the
U.K., United States, Canada, Brazil, South Korea, the Middle-East and Mexico, once even
playing a concert atop the Aztec “Great Pyramid of Cholula” with visuals created by astronomer
John Dubinski. In 1999 and 2002 he visited the Edward Said National Conservatory in the West
Bank, giving concerts and masterclasses in Ramallah, Bethlehem and Jerusalem.
Toronto’s NOW Magazine named his as Best Pianist in 2006. He has released three albums,
“Creation”, “Unfolding” and “Pieces of the Earth” and is releasing his next album in 2013.
John recently was given the 2011 K.M. Hunter Artist Award by the Ontario Arts Council. He is
currently the pianist for Peggy Baker Dance Projects, working with acclaimed Canadian
choreographer Peggy Baker, and is the SoundMakers-Composer-in-Residence with Canadian
new-music organization SoundStreams. In Germany and Europe he is represented by Annette
Gentz Arts.
john@johnfarah.com

www.johnfarah.com

PRESS QUOTES
"John Kameel Farah represents the antithesis of the all-too-common "superficial modernist”, making deep
connections between all the elements that go into his music… translating into unified performances that have
a symphonic scope. From Renaissance William Byrd, to avant-garde Stockhausen, free improvisation,
Middle Eastern scales, sampled beats and ambient soundscapes, all are subtly combined in an enveloping
sonic experience of genuine artistic vision." – Glen Hall, Exclaim Magazine, 2013
"Revered and ambitious avant-garde composer/pianist John Kameel Farah is thrilled to be back in Toronto
for a special set that showcases a different side of his music....by the sound of Farah’s descriptions, they’ve
taken his piano/synthesizer compositions into a realm he’s been eager to explore for some time… messing
with computers, loops and mixing techniques to stretch the parameters of keyboard music." –Vish Khanna,
Canadian Broadcasting System (CBC.ca) 2012
“Unable to find an assessment of John Kameel Farah’s music that doesn’t use vague terms like “cutting
edge” and “genre busting”, we thought JKF might like to enlighten us in his own words. Classically trained,
sonically obsessed and at a cultural crossroads, he reluctantly offered: “Post-Modern… but after that”. –Ted
Niles, Wheel Me Out Magazine, London, U.K., 2011
“One of Toronto's most eclectic pianists and improvisors, electronic composer John Kameel Farah has gained
a diverse following across several genres, merging his backgrounds into one unified voice. Farah brings his
tour-de-force to his NYC debut; an 80-minute concerto for piano and electronics filled with cascading
keyboard work and lush electronic orchestration - at one point even merging classical Arabic forms with
Dubstep." -New York Daily News, April 2010
"John Kameel Farah's made sure the "I" in IDM was written in 72-point boldface, with his insane, baroque
keyboard and electronic compositions. This new release sees him paired with equally pyrotechnic pianist
Attila Fias and their incredible dexterity is much more than mere flash...You've never heard a piano duo like
this." –David Dacks, Exclaim Magazine, 2011
“JKF makes light work of blending Squarepusher-esque electro basslines and drum 'n' bass, with deft jazz
and classical keyboards…” -Time Out, London, July 2010
"If your word of the day calendar gave you polymath today, it might also include a photo of John Kameel
Farah. Like a musical super virus, Farah bursts into many of Toronto's bubble-like music communities,
drawing from baroque, jazz, hip hop, classical, drum&bass and Arabic practices and merging them all into a
web of unlikely connections." -Tori Allen, CBC 94.1FM Metro Morning
“Farah is redefining electronica… a force connected to the living, breathing, cutting edge of music… Farah,
is bravely, imaginatively forging new sonic ideas at the remote point where the starchy concert hall and
dance club could possibly intersect. His barrier-busting mix of electronic, acoustic composition and
improvisation contains everything from early Middle Eastern and Western Baroque to 20th-century serialism
and minimalism, as well as the deep, complex percussion loops of the dance floor. It's a crazy mix. But it has
the power to mesmerize even listeners who have no idea about the complex theories behind how these sound
waves came to be…” -John Terauds, Toronto Star, 2007
"Eastern and Western, traditional and avant-garde, electronic and acoustic – to Farah these are all puzzle
pieces to be arranged, rearranged and deranged to create fascinating new permutations of music…" -Rupert
Bottenberg, Montréal MIRROR Magazine, 2006
"...a trance-inducing landscape inspired by the vast history of music, from 16th-century English pavanes, to
techno, to Arab influences. The interaction of looped beats and repeating sound samples has the power to pull
us out of ourselves - a measure of great music...For Farah, it's a quest to understand how and why the world is
as it is. To do this with sounds that appeal to club kids and new music fans equally is a major achievement."
-J. Terauds, TORONTO STAR, 2006

Few musicians have performed across
such a diverse spectrum of cuttingedge underground arts spaces and
established concert venues such as:
Haus der Kulturen der Welt, Berlin
Approximation Festival, Düsseldorf
Ambient Zivilisation der Liebe, Köln
London Jazz Festival, U.K.
Vortex Jazz Club, London
Transmediale Festival, Berlin
Robert Schumann MusikHochschule, Düss.
Melkweg, Amsterdam
Beats, Breaks & Culture Festival, Toronto
Collaboratorium, Bochum, DE
NonClassical music series, London
Distillery Jazz Festival, Toronto
The Music Gallery – X Avant Festival
Guelph Jazz Festival, Canada
NUMUS festival
The Ambient Ping, Toronto
The Theatre Centre
Fleck Dance Theatre, Toronto
Toronto International Short Film Festival
Promise techno parties
fFIDA International Dance Festival
Arab-Canadian Heritage Festival
Taiwanese-Canadian Culture Festival
The Harvest Festival (Electronic/Rave)
Casa del Popolo, Montreal
M.I.T. (Massachusetts Institute of
Technology)
including these most extraordinary ones:

JKF: Invited by Mexican astronomers to perform a soundtrack
to the universe projected onto an Aztec pyramid.

JKF: in concert at a warehouse art exhibition

JKF: playing in an abandoned factory filled with ravers

A concert atop the Aztec Great Pyramid of Cholula
with galactic visuals created by astronomer John
Dubinski.
In 1998 he gave a performance of the complete solo
piano works of Arnold Schoenberg in Toronto.
In 1999 and 2002 he visited the Edward Said
National Conservatory in the West Bank, giving
performances and masterclasses in Ramallah, East
Jerusalem and Bethlehem.
JKF: pre-concert with piano, harpsichord, synth, lapto

Many classically trained musicians get to a point in their academic work where their musical tastes have
far outstripped their desire to stick with the European canon. John Kameel Farah isn’t a “lapsed” classicist;
he keeps building on everything that came before. He won two Glenn Gould awards for composition while
studying at the University of Toronto, then proceeded to further investigate the work of noted boundary
breakers such as Arnold Schoenberg and Karlheinz Stockhausen. Ever since, he has found numerous ways
to incorporate his education into bold and uncategorisable musical activity that includes elements of
renaissance and baroque music, free improvisation, Middle Eastern textures, ambient minimalism, techno,
dubstep and electro-acoustics. He is as comfortable at the Om Festival as he is in a concert hall. His first
solo release Creation (2006), earned him suitably diverse media attention. Any investigation of what Farah
plays quickly raises questions about how he plays and in essence, how he thinks.
Farah’s world is keyboards — from early renaissance instruments to the alphanumeric variety. His arsenal
is composed of piano, synthesiser, Fender Rhodes, Hohner Pianet, several different flavours of
harpsichord and a laptop, with each keyboard having different possibilities for self-expression. Farah
describes each of his instruments as either pianistic or colouristic.
Sometimes sound design wades into classical forms. Because Middle Eastern scales and modes are part of
his musical vocabulary, he has had to find a way to play melodically while accommodating its unique
demands. “Korg has a parameter to detune their keyboard to Eastern scales… to play quartertones. I have
my own style of playing on an equal temperament keyboard, which accesses the same frame of reference
of ornamental, oriental notes. But it’s more atonal. I can play asymmetrical scales that have a hazy balance
of tonality and atonality.”
Farah expresses both fascination and frustration with his computer, because it opens up worlds of
possibilities while presenting a new set of technical and mental challenges. He sees his computer as a
compositional tool and an accompanist, but not as an all-in-one improvising and recording device.
There are philosophical and practical reasons behind this. “The live electronic processing I leave to my
synth board. I’m a very hands-on person: clicking is not an active process.”
Farah thinks in terms of structures in whatever he does — even the outer margins of free improvising or
breakcore can be part of a greater overall structure. “Everything is in a galactic symphonic context… What
[I’m] doing is essentially creating a piece of musique concrete. Let’s say somebody’s performing a piece
for marimba and tape, he has his graphic score of the tape part that goes all over the place, he interacts
with the recording going on, he phases himself out in certain spots and it just grows organically from
that. I conceive of it that way.”
-David Dacks

